The recent description of the highly viscous flow in terms of irreversible structural Eshelby rearrangements is extended to calculate the heat capacity of a glass former at a constant cooling rate through the glass transition. The result is compared to measured data from the literature, showing that the explanation works both for polymers and other glass formers.
It is a generally acknowledged fact that the undercooled liquid falls out of the thermal equilibrium at the glass transition temperature T g . The glass transition is kinetic; the transition temperature T g is lower at a smaller cooling rate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The glass transition resembles a second order phase transition, however. This is due to the very strong temperature dependence of the viscosity, which even extrapolates to infinity at the Vogel-Fulcher temperature T V F lying not too far below T g .
Below the glass temperature, the description of the frozen glass on its slow way back to equilibrium requires an additional parameter, the fictive temperature [6] [7] [8] T f , which is is higher than the phonon temperature T and characterizes the frozen state of the structural degrees of freedom.
The present paper deals with the fall out of equilibrium at the glass transition in terms of the recently proposed irreversible Eshelby mechanism [9, 10] of the highly viscous flow.
The irreversible Eshelby mechanism [9] simplifies the real liquid to one composed of domains which are large enough to undergo irreversible structural Eshelby shear transitions [11] . The Eshelby domains are characterized exclusively by the elastic shear misfit energy e 2 (in units of k B T ). All other energy contributions are neglected. The size is measured by the number N of atoms, molecules or monomers within the region. The terminal relaxation time τ c of the liquid, which marks the transition from reversible to irreversible Eshelby transitions, is supposed to correspond to the size N c .
In the simplest form of the Eshelby theory [11] , the shear misfit energy e 2 is given by
where G is the short time shear modulus, V a is the volume of a single atom, molecule or monomer and ǫ is the shear angle misfit between the Eshelby domain and the viscoelastic surroundings. * Electronic address: buchenau-juelich@t-online.de
Since there are five independent possible shears for a given region, the space of possible e-states is fivedimensional. A constant density of stable structures in this five-dimensional e-space is assumed, together with an energy barrier between them which depends only on the size [12] .
With these assumptions, the average shear misfit energy is e 2 = 5/2 in the normalized distribution
In this picture, regions with a strong elastic shear misfit have a shorter lifetime than the weakly strained ones, because they decompose predominantly by down-jumps in energy, which have a higher rate than up-jumps (in fact, the jump rate from the state e 0 to e has the average factor exp((e 2 0 − e 2 )/2) from the elastic misfit difference). The detailed calculation [9] yields the lifetime τ e for the state with the energy e 
and the viscosity η from the irreversible shear fluctua-
Translating p(e) into a distribution p(ln τ ) for the lifetimes in thermal equilibrium, one gets
In time, the resulting relaxation function is close to a Kohlrausch function exp(−(t/τ ) β ) with τ = 1.783τ c and β = 0.824.
The strongest evidence for the validity of this irreversible Eshelby mechanism for the highly viscous flow comes from the comparison of shear mechanical and calorimetric data. Measurements of G(ω) provide G and η, which allows to calculate τ c from eq. (4) with reasonable accuracy. With this τ c , one finds a very satisfactory description of calorimetric TMDSC (Temperature Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry) thermal equilibrium data at the same temperature, using the relaxation time distribution of eq. (5).
This was first shown [9] for PPE, a vacuum pump oil consisting of five connected phenylene rings and later [10] for a metallic glass, for glycerol and for propylene glycol. The present paper will add more examples.
But the main question of the present paper is whether the irreversible Eshelby mechanism is also able to describe the fall out of equilibrium at the glass transition.
The best measurements to test this are the pioneering calorimetric data of Hensel and Schick [13] . Hensel and Schick did a systematic comparison of data in thermal equilibrium with out-of-equilibrium data taken at a constant cooling rate through the glass transition. This was done for the two polymers polystyrene and polyether ketone, the silicate glass 2SiO 2 -NaO, a commercial window glass DGG-STG1, and the ionic glass former CKN, a mixture of potassium and calcium nitrate.
In their work [13] , the equilibrium data are TMDSC scans, measuring the real and imaginary parts c ′ p and c ′′ p , respectively, at a given frequency ω as a function of temperature. The non-equilibrium data are temperature scans of c p (T, q) at a given cooling rate q.
The equilibrium data of Hensel and Schick are again well described in terms of the irreversible Eshelby mechanism. Integrating over the distribution of eq. (5), one finds the equilibrium c ′′ p (ω)-peak of a TMDSC scan at constant frequency at the temperature T α with One begins by the determination of the equilibrium-τ c from the TDMSC scans, using eq. (6). The equilibrium values found in this way are fitted by a Vogel-Fulcher law
corresponding to the Arrhenius barrier
Having the two Vogel-Fulcher parameters B and T V F , one knows τ c (T ) at all temperatures and can calculate c ′ p (ω) and c ′′ p (ω) as a function of temperature for a given frequency ω. The calculated data are found to be well described by a gaussian with exponent (T −T α (ω)) 2 /2∆T 2 , the fit function used in the experiment [13] . Table I lists the two Vogel-Fulcher parameters and compares calculated (frequency 0.1047 rad/s) and measured [13] widths ∆T . Out-of-equilibrium data (Tg(q) at q = 0.5 K/min) and equilibrium data (Tα(ω) at ω = 0.1047 rad/s) from the same polystyrene sample [13] . The figure demonstrates that the irreversible Eshelby mechanism [9] is able to reproduce the curves in both cases (but see also text).
To describe the non-equilibrium data, one has to consider the Eshelby ensemble and its average fictive temperature T f for a given cooling rate q = ∂T /∂t in the neighborhood of the temperature T g (q), where the excess heat capacity ∆c p of the undercooled liquid over the phonon heat capacity of the glass reaches half of its thermal equilibrium value. At this temperature,Ṫ f = q/2.
The time development of the average fictive temperature follows from the differential equatioṅ
because τ c was defined in reference [9] as the inverse of the average decay rate. Close to equilibrium, for T closely below T f , the relaxation time τ c (T f , T ) of the Eshelby ensemble is given by the Arrhenius relation
with the energy barrier V c (T f ), which can be determined from eq. (8), and τ 0 = 10 −13 s. But this simple scheme fails when T leaves the neighborhood of T f . Remember that the Eshelby domain converts from one equilibrated at T f , containing N c (T f ) particles, to one at equilibrium at T , containing N c (T ) particles. At lower temperatures, this means that the domain does not only have to rearrange, but to increase as well. As it turns out, one can take this influence into account to a good approximation by postulating
which returns to eq. 
FIG. 2:
Tg(q) and Tα(ω) for different cooling rates and frequencies in polystyrene [13] . Both lines for Tg(q) (continuous) and Tα(ω) (dashed) calculated with the two Vogel-Fulcher parameters in Table I .
calculate the time dependence of the average fictive temperature at a constant cooling rate q =Ṫ , beginning at high temperature where the difference between T f and T is negligible. The differential equation is solved numerically for small temperature steps, integrating the exponential decay over the corresponding time step with the average τ c between the two temperatures. Fig.  1 compares measured [13] and calculated curves, both in equilibrium and out of equilibrium, for polystyrene, showing that the form of the measured curves is well described by the irreversible Eshelby scheme, both in equilibrium and out of equilibrium.
But while both curves are calculated with the VogelFulcher parameters of Table I , the out-of-equilibrium curve required a replacement of the true cooling rate by a value three times lower. So at the low rate of 0.5 K/min the agreement is not perfect. This is also seen in Fig. 2 , which shows the whole measured q-dependence of T g (q) and ω-dependence of T α (ω) in polystyrene [13] . The calculated curve for T g (q) agrees reasonably well with the measured data at higher q, but begins to deviate by a factor of about two to three in q at low q-rates. Fig. 3 shows the result for CKN, including a comparison to four T α (ω)-values calculated from a recent dynamical shear measurement [14] , which provided τ c at four temperatures via eq. (4).
As a final example, Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the T g (q)-data [13] with the calculated curve for another polymer, polyether ketone. Similar agreement is found for the two silicate glasses.
The agreement between measured and calculated T g (q) in the five very different glass formers supports the validity of the irreversible Eshelby mechanism, demonstrating that the irreversible rearrangement of an Eshelby domain brings the domain from its old fictive temperature down to the phonon temperature at the moment of the jump. This physical picture is the basis of eq. (9) .
If one wants to calculate calorimetric heating curves and Tα(ω) for different cooling rates and frequencies in the ionic glass former CKN [13] (parameters see Table I ). Note the good agreement of the calorimetric Tα(ω) with those calculated via equs. (4) and (6) from a recent dynamical shear measurement [14] . 
FIG. 4:
Tg(q) and Tα(ω) for different cooling rates and frequencies in polyether ketone [13] (parameters see Table I ).
returning to equilibrium [3, 15] on the same basis, one needs not only the average fictive temperature, but the whole distribution of fictive temperatures resulting from the different lifetimes of strongly and weakly strained Eshelby domains. For the present paper, this task has only been followed far enough to make sure that one gets essentially the same results. An important consequence, already perceived in preceding work [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , concerns the polymer case. Obviously, the calorimetric data see only the irreversible part of the segmental relaxation and not the relaxation of the whole polymer. This irreversible segmental relaxation is well described by the irreversible Eshelby rearrangement of a small region, in a polymer as well as in any other glass former.
However, polymers are very different in shear measurements at relaxation times longer than τ c . Then, larger parts of the polymer chain (larger than the diameter of the Eshelby domains) begin to relax in the so-called Rouse modes, leading to a polymer viscosity orders of magnitude larger than the one calculated from eq. (4) with the parameters in Table I .
Polymers do also differ in the recoverable shear compliance J 0 , which one measures after removing the shear stress of a stationary flow experiment. In non-polymeric glass formers, one finds values GJ 0 between 2 and 3, implying a relaxational back-jump contribution GJ 0,rel between 1 and 2 (J 0 naturally contains the elastic contribution 1/G) [22] . The irreversible Eshelby explanation of the viscosity [9, 10] attributes these back-jumps to reversible Eshelby transitions of smaller domains, at times shorter than τ c , responsible for the Kohlrausch short time shear and dielectric response proportional to t β with β ≈ 1/2. A polymer has a much larger recoverable compliance [23, 24] than a simple glass former, because the Rouse modes also lead to a recoverable compliance. But the Rouse modes are irreversible in the same sense as the irreversible Eshelby rearrangements (in fact, they should consist out of many irreversible Eshelby transitions); though they lead back to a chain configuration of approximately the same shear strain, they do not lead back to exactly the same chain configuration. Thus in a polymer one has to distinguish between reversible recoverable compliance contributions at relaxation times shorter than τ c and irreversible ones at relaxation times much longer than τ c .
The analysis of polystyrene mechanical data separating segmental relaxation and Rouse modes [16] arrives at GJ 0 ≈ 3.5 for the segmental relaxation. Indeed, the condition GJ(ω) = 3.5 for polystyrene [17] lies close to ωτ c = 1, with τ c calculated from the Vogel-Fulcher parameters in Table I. To conclude, the irreversible Eshelby explanation of the highly viscous flow is able to provide a quantitative description of calorimetric data with only two VogelFulcher parameters, both in and out of thermal equilibrium, at least for the simplest case of the fall out of equilibrium with a constant cooling rate. For polymers, the results strengthen the conclusion that the segmental relaxation has its own temperature dependence and is due to the same elementary process as in all other glass formers.
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